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Abstract
A Finite Element (FE) model based on rate independent crystal plasticity is presented which can
predict the development of deformation textures within FCC materials. Stress equilibrium and
strain compatibility are maintained as in real materials. Simulated textures with moderate latent
hardening of the slip systems are compared with textures of aluminium alloy 3004 deformed
under plane strain compression.
Introduction
A model of poly crystals has been developed as an alternative to models based on the Taylor and
Sachs hypotheses in which the microstrain and microstress in each crystal are assumed to be the
same as the macros train and macrostress of the polycrystalline aggregate respectively. Slip on
crystallographic planes and the associated lattice rotation of individual grains in a polycrystalline
aggregate are simulated using a 3-dimensional multi-grain Finite Element (FE) model. An
explicit time integration scheme is used to solve the governing equations and the evolution of
the field and rate equations.
For given constraints on the scale of several hundred grains the model permits inhomogeneous
deformation on the grain scale as a result of slip on crystallographic planes within individual
elements, as may be observed in real materials. The model ensures that compatibility and
equilibrium conditions between grains are always satisfied.
Modelling of the rolling process in which texture and the development of anisotropic properties
can be accurately predicted is advantageous. The degree of mechanical anisotropy is a key
specification of aluminium sheet quality for demanding manufacturing processes such as deep
drawing of 3XXX series alloys for beverage-can body stock.
Yield Surface Based on InteractiUl: Slip Systems
The yield criterion used in the FE model is based on the work by Gambin [1-3]. Gambin [2]
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derived a smooth yield condition based on the available slip systems by assuming that they do
not act independently. This smooth yield condition may be expressed as:

(l)

where:
(2)

kc(r) is the critical resolved shear stress for the r-th slip system (r = 1,2,3, ..... ,M), nt) and m/')
are the components of the unit vectors normal to the slip plane and along the slip direction
respectively, crij are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor. For Face Centred Cubic (FCC)
materials in which the slip system is {Ill }[llO], M=12. When n = 1 equation (I) reduces to
Huber-Mises' yield criterion. As n ~ 00 the approximation to the yield surface tends to that for
independent slip. A good approximation to the yield surface based on Schmid's law, with local
rounding of comers and vertices is observed when n = 15. The smooth yield surface with local
rounding ensures uniqueness of plastic deformation while maintaining crystal properties. The
plastic strain rate and the plastic spin rate tensors may be expressed by equations (3) and (4)
respectively.
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(4)
This allows problems to be solved in a manner consistent with the theoretical and numerical
framework of plasticity [1].
Technique of Solution
The FE program used here to predict the deformation behaviour and texture development is
based on the Dynamic Relaxation (DR) method [4-5]. The governing equations of motion are
partially discretised in space using the FE method and solved by a direct explicit time integration
using the Central Difference scheme. By satisfying the Courant condition for numerical stability
and the adoption of an explicit central difference time integration scheme, computation of strain
and constitutive behaviour are decoupled within each time step, allowing direct evaluation of the
unknown nodal and other derived field parameters, eliminating the need to set up global stiffness
matrices. Besides its effect on numerical stability, the size of the time step is also critical for the
accuracy of prediction of texture. One compensation for the small time step is that highly nonlinear problems may be solved with only slight additions to the computational requirements.
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Equations of Motion: From conservation of linear momentum, the semi-discrete equations of
motion for a physically lumped nodal mass M may be expressed as:
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Here Vj is the i-th component of the nodal velocity, F/nI and Ftxt are the i-th components of the
internal and external nodal forces respectively, t is time and ex is the damping parameter, with:

(7)
The Central Difference scheme was used to solve equation (5) in which the nodal velocity at the
mid-time interval during the time increment !1t is given by:
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Since constitutive equations were formulated under strain control with a displacement-based
spatial discretisation scheme the approach used for analysis of deformation is time step
integration of Equation (5) . From this integration the velocity gradient field within each element
is derived from the computed nodal velocities, the constitutive relation is then invoked to
compute all associated incremental quantities over a timestep based on the external and internal
variables. This allows the incremental and path dependent nature of plasticity to be modelled.
Large deformation is modelled using an updated Lagrangian scheme. Non-steady state problems
are modelled by referring the deformation rate to the last updated configuration.
Discretisation: A piece-wise continuous interpolation (or shape) function was employed to
describe the distribution of the spatially dicretised unknown nodal parameters <I>}t):

(9)
where NI is the interpolation function with respect to node I. The index I in <I>,u) indicates the
summation over all nodes of an element. Hence the velocity gradient may be expressed as:

./
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(10)

and is composed of a symmetric strain rate tensor
which can be written as:

dij

and an antisyrnetric spin rate tensor rolf

(11)

(12)

The deviatoric and hydrostatic components of the stain rate tensor are computed by selective
integration [6]. The total lattice spin, oiij' is calculated as the difference between the total spin
and the sum of the elastic and plastic spin tensors:
(13)

with the plastic spin calculated from equation (4).
Integration of the Constitutive Equations: Additive decomposition of the total strain tensor into
the elastic and plastic parts is assumed, where:
(14)

(15)

£/ and £/ are respectively the elastic and plastic parts of the total strain tensor £ij' cru is the
Cauchy stress tensor and Cijkl is the elasticity tensor. Correction of the Cauchy stress for rigid
body rotation using the antisymetric part of the velocity gradient, roij' is used to get an objective
rate of the Zaremba-Jaumann-Noll stress measure crij:
(16)

The radial return technique [7] is used for correcting the stress back to the yield surface. The
stress correction is applied back towards the origin of the stress deviator space for the yield
surface described by equation (1). This is satisfactory when a sufficiently small time step is
imposed.
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Hardening
An increment in the current critical resolved shear stress
law[2J:

kc(a)

is prescribed by the hardening
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The interaction matrix haP is derived from the type of dislocation interaction between active and
non-active slip systems [8]. The interaction components of haP are classified according to the
junctions formed between dislocations; dislocations of the same slip system were assigned the
coefficient ao, those which fail to form junctions, form glissile junctions, or form sessile LomerCottrell locks were assigned coefficients ai' a2 and a3 respectively. The strength of the
dislocation interactions may be equal or increase from ao to a3•
Simulation of plane strain compression of alloy 3004
Initial simulations of plane strain deformation and texture development have been conducted
using meshes constructed from eight-noded brick elements. Each element was initially cubic in
shape to represent an equiaxed grain. The mesh represents a small unit of volume of material,
in the shape of a rectangular prism, within the plane strain specimen. Each element was
randomly assigned orientations from a distribution which represented, statistically, the initial
texture of the experimental samples which had a predominantly cube {I 00 }<OO I > texture. Plane
strain boundary conditions where imposed by prescribing compressive displacements on nodes
on the top and bottom faces of the mesh; no displacement was allowed on the traverse
boundaries. To simulate material in the centre of a plane strain specimen the nodal masses and
forces on the short transverse (longitudinal) boundaries were linked to form a periodic boundary.
This reproduces the condition of the unit volume situated in the centre of a mesh, allowing it
to extend to infinity in the longitudinal directions. The imposition of plane strain boundary
conditions did not generally impose plane strain conditions on individual elements in a 3dimensional mesh. The individual response of each grain to the imposed boundary displacements
generated non-uniform reaction forces. The model maintained compatible displacements between
adjacent grains.
The mesh used to simule plane strain compression contained 384 (8x6x8) elements, the
orientations and symmetries of which were used to construct pole figures. Simulated pole figures
and pole figures measured by X-ray diffraction of the 3004 aluminium samples deformed in
plane strain compression were then compared.
Initial simulation of the model was conducted without inclusion of hardening, i.e aO=a l =a 2=a 3=0.
The predicted textures had strong copper {211 }<111> and s {123 }<634> components, with the
brass {110}<112> component developing rapidly initially then decreasing as grains continued
to reorient to the copper or s positions. Deformation within each grain occurred primarily on five
or more slip systems in the majority of the 384 grains.
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Because aluminium and its alloys are metals of high stacking fault energy, latent hardening was
introduced by setting ao = 0 and a,=a 2=a»0. Texture predicted when low latent hardening were
assumed differed little from those predicted when no hardening was assumed. This can be
attributed to grains orienting to a position in which five or more slip systems contributed to
deformation before any large variations between hardness of slip systems could develop through
deformation dominated by less than five slip systems. As the rate of latent hardening was
increased, slip became dominant, in the majority of grains, on less than five slip systems. This
increased the brass {11O}<112> component. The integrated densities (volume fractions) of five
major components of recrystallization and rolling texture developed in plane strain compression
samples of 3004 alloy at 22, 33 and 40% strain and the corresponding simulated defonnation
textures are shown in Table I. Latent hardening was introduced such that the critical shear stress
on latent systems became significantly different from that on the active systems, (which
generally numbered less than five). Figures l(a), (b) and (c) show the pole figures ((111), (200)
and (220» for the plane strain compression of 3004 alloy at 22,33 and 40% strain; Figure l(d),
(e) and (f) show the corresponding predicted textures.
Table I. Percentage volume fractions of five major texture components in observed and simulated
samples at 22, 33 and 40% strain*
Component

Name

22% Strain

33% Strain

40% Strain

Exp.

Theor.

Exp.

Theor.

Exp.

Theor.

{ 11O}<112>

brass

25

33

27

22

31

25

{211}<111>

copper

10

16

28

30

21

37

{123 }<634>

s

11

12

17

18

21

19

{100}<001>

cube

18

7

11

4

8

4

{11O}<001>
goss
28
12
23
13
15
12
* The difference between 100% and sum of the five texture components can be attributed to the
random component.

Discussion
Textures simulated by the FE model show good agreement with those observed aluminium alloy
3004 developed in plane strain deformation. The introduction of latent hardening to the model
~hows that a copper to brass transition may be obtained. This may be attributed to a reduction
III the number of active slip system and behaviour similar to that predicted by models of the
Sachs type [9], but unlike the Sachs model, compatibility of strain is maintained between grains.
The model has several advantages over models of defonnation texture of the Taylor, Sachs or
self-consistent[lO] type. The model admits grain-to-grain interactions and is capable of
incorporating different types of elements to model inhomogeneity at the grain scale and to
investigate their effect on the overall development of texture. Grain boundaries may be modelled
using interface elements.
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Figure 1. Plane strain deformation textures. Experimental at (a)22%, (b)33% and (c)40% strain
and simulated at (d) 22%, (e)33% and (040% strain.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the strain path of a representative unit volume as it passes
through the roll gap.
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The model is intended for determining the texture variations which occur during the rolling of
aluminium. It is intended that a mesh similar to that used to simulate plane strain deformation
will be subjected to the deformation history of a representative unit volume of material passing
through the roll gap, determined from an existing FE model of rolling, as illustrated in Figure
2. This will permit simulation of rolling textures and the investigation of deformation texture as
a function of position in the roll gap, reduction and friction.
Conclusion
A Finite Element model based on crystal plasticity has been described which maintains strain
compatibility and stress equilibrium in a polycrystalline aggregate. Results from the model
compare favourably with textures observed in 3004 aluminium alloy subjected to deformation
in plane strain. When no hardening is assumed the model predicts a strong copper{211 }<111>
texture component and five slip systems are observed to dominate slip in most grains. As the
assumed rate of latent hardening is increased the brass component of texture {II 0 }<112>
increases in intensity and less than five of the active slips systems were observed to dominate
slip in most grains and texture tends towards. that predicted by models of the Sachs type[9]. It
is intended that the model will be further developed and applied to the prediction of the effects
of rolling parameters on rolling textures developed.
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